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Abstract - The RFID technology is a key enabling technology for Smart Manufacturing and Smart Supply Chains. 

Production planning and control approaches benefit from RFID adoption in synchronization and information transparency 

which also brings reduction of the bullwhip effect. Inventory inaccuracy has detrimental effects on supply chain 
performance. Yet inventory inaccuracy also impacts the bullwhip effect. This paper presents a literature review of recently 

introduced methodologies which focus on evaluating the impact of inventory inaccuracy on the bullwhip effect, in the 

presence or not of RFID in the supply chain. Additionally, the paper suggests future research directions and perspectives.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The Industry 4.0 concept originates from the Smart  

Manufacturing concept, defined as an adaptable 

system in which flexible lines adjust automatically  

production processes for mult ipleproduct types and 

changing conditions[13]. Flexib le manufacturing 

lines enable digitalautomation with sensor 

technology, such as Radio Frequency Identification 

(RFID), to promote reconfigurable manufacturing 

systems [7]. Frank [13] p laced Smart Manufacturing, 

Smart Products and Smart Supply Chains among the 

Front-End Technologies for Industry 4.0. 

Connectivity and intelligence to the Front-End 

Technologies is provided by the Base Technologies, 

namely Internet of Things (IoT), Cloud, Big data and 

Analytics. RFID is key enabling technology for the 

implementation of Front-End Technologies in 

Industry 4.0. In Smart Supply Chains , production 

processes are synchronized, leading among others to 

reduction of informat ion distortion and therefore 

bullwhip effect reduction. 

The bullwhip effect expressed in terms of demand 

variance amplification results from informat ion 

distortion of market demand, whereas it leads to 

wrong supply chain management decisions such as in 

planning and inventory control [12].  

Information transparency and visibility in operations 

are common goals in mult i-d imensional collaborative 

supply chains. Holweg et al. [16]considered two 

collaboration dimensions in inventory control and 

planning collaboration. Accordingly, they identified  

four different supply chain configurations: tradit ional, 

informat ion sharing (or information exchange), 

vendor managed replenishment and synchronized 

supply chains. The bullwhip effect is reduced in 

different degrees in all configurations but the 

traditional one. In synchronised supply chains, 

planning and inventory control decisions merge.RFID 

technology enables the synchronisation in supply 

chains providing visibility and information distortion 

reduction (provided e.g. by product tracking) and has 

been shown to reduce the detrimental effects of the 

bullwhip effect. 

Information d istortion also leads to inventory 

inaccuracy. Direct impacts are either lost sales and 

revenue or unnecessary inventory and operating costs 

[8].Kang and Gershwin [17]identified shrinkage, 

transaction errors, inaccessible inventory, and 

incorrect product identification as the main causes of 

inventory discrepancies. Alexander et  al. [1]defined 

inventory shrinkage (also known as stock loss) as 

losses caused by theft (internal and external), process 

failures, paper shrink and fraud.Transaction errors 

include product scanning errors or shipment record 

errors. Products that are not located in their proper 

location, and thus are not accessible, contribute to 

inaccessible inventory, also known as misplacement. 

Misplaced products, in most cases, can be available 

for sale when they are found. Wronglabeling is one of 

the causes of incorrect product identification.  

Inventory inaccuracy is a serious inhibitor to 

successful inventory management. It can have a 

negative impact on the use of informat ion technology 

(IT) upstream in the supply chain. Inaccurate retail 

sales and inventory data can render ineffective 

collaborative planning, fo recasting, and 

replenishment programs that aim to reduce the 

bullwhip effect. Kang and Gershwin  [17] showed 

that, as a consequence, in the absence of a 
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compensation method for inventory shrinkage, severe 

stockouts can take place, lead ing to lost sales and 

considerable harmfu l effects in lean environments. 

According to the authors, a chain reaction (inventory 

record errors, untimely replen ishment, stockouts) 

from inventory shrinkage at retailers, results in lost 

sales quantities greater than the lost items quantity.  

Simulation modeling has been identified  as a tool to 

gain insight and knowledge about supply chain 

configuration, infrastructure, processes, and inter-

relations ([4],[20]). Simulat ion modeling can account 

for variations in the supply chain related to dynamics, 

stochastic behavior, and uncertainty, that cannot be 

captured analytically [20]. Inventory management in  

the context of the bullwhip effect impact has been 

studied using agent-based simulat ion ([4],[9]), as well 

as hierarchical timed Colored Petri Nets (CTPNs) 

[10]. Analytical models ([5];[6]) and Systems 

Dynamics modeling [3]have also been used to 

capture the impact of inventory inaccuracy on the 

bullwhip effect. 

The rest of the study is organized as follows. Some 

background informat ion is given about RFID 

technology in the next  section. The literature 

regarding the inventory inaccuracy impact  on the 

bullwhip effect is presented in section two. The last 

section is the conclusion in which future research 

directions are given.   

 

II. RFID TECHNOLOGY 

 

The fundamental characteristics of RFID technology 

are: (i) it is a wireless technology, (ii) it provides 

unique identificat ion to an object, and (iii) it traces 

and tracks objects, which offer advantages over 

barcoding [23]. The author identified as key  

advantages of RFID for the whole supply chain (i) 

reduced shrinkage, (ii) reduced material handling, 

(iii) increased data accuracy, (iv ) faster exception 

management, and (v) improved information sharing.  

RFID is a contactless interrogation method for 

identification of objects. An RFID system consists of 

the RFID tag, the RFID reader and the RFID 

middleware (IT system). The RFID tag consists of a 

silicon ch ip where informat ion, such as a unique 

serial product number, is stored according to a data 

standard, and an antenna that communicates with the 

RFID reader. Electronic product code (EPC) is a 

widely used data standard for supply chain 

operations.  

The reader and the tag communicate with each other 

using radio frequency waves. The RFID middleware 

processes the RFID data, and communicates with 

enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, in order 

to send RFID data, and receive appropriate feedback. 

The major advantages of RFID over barcoding are (i) 

no line of sight is required, (ii) multip le parallel reads 

possible, (iiii) identification of indiv idual items 

instead of an item class, and (iv) read/write capability 

[14]. 

RFID continues to add value to the supply chain since 

its first industrial deployment in Walmart in 2005. In  

the era of IoT and Big  Data, RFID is akey enabler 

technology. Physical Internet has been widely used 

for upgrading the logistics and supply chain 

management, whileRFID-enabled intelligent shop 

floor environments can be realized using IoT, 

wireless technologies and Big Data Analytics [25]. 

Key benefits for RFID deployment in  the supply 

chain include visibility, in formation transparency, 

supply chain integration improvement, product 

tracking and tracing, overall visibility, supply chain 

coordination improvement, reduction or elimination 

of the bullwhip effect, reduction of inventory 

inaccuracy caused by shrinkage and misplacement 

errors, stockout reduction, tracking of misplaced 

products, unnecessary inventory reduction, product 

life cycle management improvement, and labor cost 

reduction. RFID applications in the supply chain have 

been summarized in reviews (such as [19], [21]). 

RFID offers advantages in supply chain management 

such as unique identification of p roducts, intelligent 

communicat ion, and real-time informat ion. Positive 

impact has been seen in areas such as warehouse 

management, production scheduling, planning and 

control, inventory management ([5]; [24]), product 

tracking and transportation management. Visibility 

provided by RFID improves inventory management, 

reducing inventory inaccuracy (such as [5]; [11];  [6]), 

and combined with supporting technologies provides 

prevention ([5]). Inhibitors to RFID deployment are 

erroneous tagging and tag reading, lack of 

organizational readiness and support, and high costs 

associated with support systems and technologies. 

Main adoption barriers for RFID deployment are a 

lack of return on investment, technical risks, 

popularity of barcodes, and privacy concerns. 

 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW ON INVENTORY 

INACCURACY IMPACT ON THE BULLWHIP 

EFFECT  

 

A few studies in the literature suggested that 

inventory inaccuracies could have an impact on the 

bullwhip effect ([15], [18], 2014, [24], [22]). Gel et  

al. [15]suggested that inventory inaccuracies and their 

correction were likely to increase the bullwhip effect 

by increasing the order variability.  Kok and Shang 

[18]noted that inventory loss across supply chain 

locations could be an additional factor contributing to 

the bullwhip effect. Xu et al. [24]suggested that 

inventory shrinkage errors could be modeled as  an 

additional demand independent of the customer 

demand. Thus, the increased demand variability could 

propagate along the supply chain, result in higher 

costs for supply chain members and contribute to the 

bullwhip effect. Sodhi and Tang [22]d ifferentiated 

between a core bullwhip effect and an incremental 

bullwhip effect. The core bullwhip effect was present 

even in the absence of any informat ion distortion. 
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According to their findings even when the core 

bullwhip effect was zero, operat ional deviations such 

as inventory inaccuracies could create the bullwhip  

effect.  

Bruccoleri et al. [2]proposed an analytical model of a 

single-echelon supply chain to investigate the impact 

of inventory record inaccuracy due to workers’ 

behavioral aspects (workload pressure and arousal) 

on supply chain performance. The authors adopted a 

smoothing replenishment ru le and a six-month 

counting policy and measured the impact of the 

introduced errors on the bullwhip  effect. Results 

showed that inventory management policies that 

usually limit the bullwhip effect were not effective in  

this case.  

Dai and Tseng [5]incorporated inventory inaccuracy 

into the order making process and used analytical 

modeling to study the informat ion distortion 

amplification in upstream supply chain members in  

an information sharing mult i-stage serial supply 

chain. All members of the supply chain were subject 

to inventory shrinkage. They showed that informat ion 

distortion was amplified along the supply chain 

without RFID. They showed that informational loss, 

caused by the informat ion distortion between the 

physical record and the actual inventory records, as 

distorted informat ion at the decision making point, 

resulted in additional costs. The authors suggested 

based on the results that visibility was preferab le to 

industries with higher uncertainty of inventory 

discrepancy, whereas prevention was preferable to 

industries with higher value of products.  

Cannella et al. [3]used the Systems Dynamics 

modeling approach in order to analyze the impact of 

inventory record inaccuracy on the dynamics of 

collaborative supply chains in terms of operational 

performance and customer service level. The authors 

considered a classical serial four-stage informat ion 

exchange supply chain with inventory inaccuracy 

modeled in each echelon. They studied the response 

of each echelon in terms of demand amplification, 

inventory stability and customer service level. 

According to the findings, inventory shrinkage could 

nullify the positive effects of information sharing. As 

the level of error increased the bullwhip effect 

increased and customer service level decreased. 

Moving upward in the supply chain orders, inventory 

variability and stockouts increased as the level of 

error increased.  

The study suggested that the way to decrease 

inaccuracies was to adopt an approach of prevention 

and integration. Therefore, they suggested the 

adoption of RFID technology in collaborative supply 

chains for realising a ―zero inventory error po licy‖. 

Dominguez et al. [9]investigated the impact of 

inventory errors on the performance of arborescent 

supply chains subject to inventory shrinkage. Results 

showed that the arborescent supply chain was more 

vulnerable to inventory shrinkage, whereas the 

impact of inventory inaccuracy on the bullwhip  effect 

was higher in the arborescent supply chain than in the 

serial supply chain.  

Dai et al. [6]presented analytical models to 

investigate the impact of inventory shrinkage on the 

bullwhip effect and supply chain costs for d ifferent 

levels of information quality. Low informat ion 

quality characterised information on the physical 

inventory obtained using cycle-counts, whereas high 

informat ion quality characterised inventory 

informat ion obtained using RFID. The authors 

measured the impact of informat ion quality 

associated with different informat ion sharing 

mechanis ms. In formation sharing scenarios between 

supply chain members involved sharing of mean and 

variance of shrinkage and sharing of real-t ime 

informat ion on shrinkage using RFID. They 

considered a decentralized supply chain comprised of 

a retailer subject to inventory shrinkage and a 

manufacturer. According to the results , access to real-

time information amplified the bullwhip effect of all 

supply chain members. However, the authors showed 

that a larger bullwhip effect did not always 

correspond to greater informat ion distortion and 

poorer supply chain performance.  

Drakaki and Tzionas [10]studied the impact of 

inventory inaccuracy on the bullwhip effect for a 

four-echelon serial supply chain, in the presence and 

absence of RFID, in  order to evaluate supply chain 

performance and to gain insight to the potential 

benefit gained by RFID deployment. Trad itional and 

informat ion sharing supply chain scenarios were 

investigated. All supply chain members were subject 

to inventory inaccuracy and either chose to ignore the 

error or to estimate it or make use of real-t ime 

inventory data captured by RFID. Additionally, the 

impact of mean and standard deviation of inventory 

inaccuracy demand, mean and standard deviation of 

end customer demand, and RFID reading accuracy on 

the bullwhip effect and informat ion distortion were 

investigated. The authors used hierarchical CTPN 

modeling and simulation to study both traditional and 

informat ion sharing supply chain configurations. 

Thetop model from the proposed CTPN modeling 

configuration is shown in Fig. 1.  

 

 
Figure 1: 

 

 The top model of the h ierarch ical CTPN modeling 

method in order implemented in order to investigate 

the impact of inventory inaccuracy on the bullwhip  

effect. Each  supply chain member substitution 
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transition (retaile, wholesaler, d istributor and factory) 

is represented by a corresponding CTPN 

submodel[10]. 

 

Each supply chain echelon shown in Fig. 1 is 

represented by a CTPN submodel. The authors 

showed that the bullwhip effect was h igher in the 

RFID-enabled supply chains. The benefit from 

investing in RFID technology was higher for the 

traditional supply chain compared to the informat ion 

sharing supply chain. Table I summarises the 

literature on the impact of inventory inaccuracy on 

informat ion distortion and the bullwhip effect. 

 

IV. CONCLUS ION 

 

This paper presents a literature rev iew of modeling 

and simulat ion approaches which investigate the 

impact of inventory inaccuracy on the bullwhip  

effect, both in the presence and absence of RFID. 

RFID implementation increases visibility and 

informat iontransparency. The bullwhip effect due to 

inventory inaccuracy increases in supply chains 

which implement RFID, whereas the impact is greater 

in arborescent compared  to serial supply chains. 

However, supply chain performance does not 

necessarily deteriorate due to this effect. Inventory 

shrinkage causes deteriorates significantly the 

performance of informat ion sharing supply chains. 

Future studies should include the impact of inventory 

inaccuracy on the bullwhip effect for different supply 

chain strategies such as collaborative planning, 

forecasting, and replenishment, inventory policies, 

collaborative configurations including synchronised 

supply chains, as well as different market demands. 

Moreover, further investigation of arborescent supply 

chains would provide additional insights, both in the 

presence and absence of RFID. Additionally, the 

impact of different inventory inaccuracy errors 

besides shrinkage should be investigated (such as 

misplacement errors). Moreover, a cost benefit 

analysis could provide additional insight into RFID 

implementation issues. 

 

 

 

Reference 

Methodology 
Number of 

echelons 
Supply chain configuration 

RFID 

implementation 

(number of 

echelons which 

implement 

RFID) 

Bullwhip 

effect 

studied 

Bruccoleri et 

al. (2010) [2] 

Analytical 

modeling 
one - No Yes 

Dai and Tseng 

(2012) [5] 

Analytical 

modeling 
five 

Serial supply chain: End 

customer demand and 

inventory inaccuracy sharing 

supply chain 

Yes (five) No 

Cannella et al. 

(2015) [3] 

Systems 

Dynamics 

modeling 

four 

Serial supply chain: 

Information exchange supply 

chain 

No Yes 

Dominguez et 

al. (2015) [9] 

Agent-based 

modeling 
four Arborescent supply chain No Yes 

Dai et al. 

(2016) [6] 

Analytical 

modeling 
two 

Serial supply chain: Inventory 

inaccuracy sharing supply 

chain 

Yes (one) Yes 

Drakaki and 

Tzionas 

(2019) [10] 

CTPN 

modeling 
four 

Serial supply chain: 

Traditional supply chain; End 

customer demand and 

inventory inaccuracy sharing 

supply chain 

Yes (four) Yes 

Table I. Literature review on the impact of inventory inaccuracy on information distortion and bullwhip effect. 
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